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EXZACTTM is a Toolkit for Precise Genome Modification

Genome Modification:  several modalities

�Targeted mutagenesis of an endogenous gene

�Targeted gene addition at an endogenous locus

�Targeted genome editing at an endogenous locus

• Based on proprietary zinc-finger 

engineering.

• Precisely targets any DNA sequence.

• Accurately modify the genome

• Mode of action based upon natural DNA 

repair processes and promoter activity.
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EXZACTTM is Based on Zinc-Finger Proteins

• ZFPs are the most abundant class of transcription factors occurring in nature

—DNA binding proteins - αββαββαββαββ

—sequence specificity is determined by key residues in the protein 

structure

Tupler R, Perini G, Green MR (2001). Nature 409: 832-833.
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Sticky Note
Zinc-finger proteins are a class of proteins that occur in nature as transcription factors, which bind to gene promoter sequences and control gene expression.  In fact, amongst all the known transcription factors, ZFPs are the most abundant and well-studied class.  They are called zinc-finger proteins because of their unique structural features, which includes the coordination of a zinc-ion, and well-defined amino acids in the "finger" domain that confer binding specificity to DNA triplets.  A deep understanding of the structure-function relationship between amino acids in the finger domain and DNA-binding specificity forms the basis for the EXZACT technology platform.
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Designing Custom ZFPs Linked to Functional Domains

A deep archive of “finger”

modules allow designs that bind 

to almost any sequence

fingers

triplets

9bp target site

3-finger ZFP

fingers

triplets

9bp target site

3-finger ZFP

Recognition DomainRecognition Domain

Functional
Domain

•• ActivationActivation

•• RepressionRepression

•• CleavageCleavage

Zinc Finger DNAZinc Finger DNA

Binding ProteinBinding Protein

(ZFP)(ZFP)

Sequence-specific recognition domains 

coupled to functional domains mediate 

effects at the intended target
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ZFP Design in a Nutshell

Recognition Domain
Cleavage
Activation

Repression

Cleavage
Activation

Repression

Functional Domain

ZFs are protein domains which 

bind to specific 3 base pair DNA 
sequences.  

ZFs are protein domains which 
bind to specific 3 base pair DNA 

sequences.  
Altering the amino acid sequence 

in the ZF changes its DNA binding 
specificity.  

Altering the amino acid sequence 
in the ZF changes its DNA binding 
specificity.  

A series of zinc finger protein 

domains are custom engineered 

to bind to a target DNA sequence.

A series of zinc finger protein 

domains are custom engineered 

to bind to a target DNA sequence.

6-finger protein creates an 18 base pair recognition module

The addition of a functional 

domain provides specific DNA 

modification features.

The addition of a functional 

domain provides specific DNA 

modification features.
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Designed ZF-Nucleases Mediate Sequence Modification

Dimeric FokI nuclease domain induces 

double stranded breaks

DNA repair mechanisms are invoked
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Example : Targeted Gene Disruption in Corn

yeast cell SSA MelI

Direct DNA delivery 

Cell culture

gDNA amplification

Ultra-deep sequencing

Direct DNA delivery 

Cell culture

gDNA amplification

Ultra-deep sequencing

Shukla et al. Nature 2009

Targeted Mutagenesis of ZmIPK1 
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Sticky Note
This slide shows an example of using EXZACT to carry out targeted mutagenesis of a native corn gene, ZmIPK1.  We designed zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs) that specifically recognize the sequence of ZmIPK1 and were predicted to cleave that gene in a precise location.  We then expressed those ZFNs in corn cells and asked the question: "did ZFN-cleavage occur in that gene, and was it imperfectly repaired?"  The answer was yes - using DNA sequence analysis, we generated data that showed the presence of small deletions and insertions in the ZmIPK1 gene in the precise location where cleavage and imperfect repair would occur, resulting in a functional knockout of the gene, or targeted mutagenesis.
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Example : Targeted Gene Addition in Corn

Direct DNA co-delivery

ZFN plus donor

Cell culture

Selection

Genotyping/Sequencing

Shukla et al. Nature 2009
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Sticky Note
Once we were able to demonstrate targeted mutagenesis in corn, we extended the experiment to determine whether targeted gene addition was possible.  In this slide, we show that when we coupled the ZFN-induced cleavage of ZmIPK1 with the introduction of a donor DNA encoding an herbicide tolerance gene, the donor DNA was used by the cells to repair the DSB in ZmIPK1 via insertion of the transgene at the break site.  This targeted insertion at the predetermined site occurred at a high frequency, and our sequence analysis showed that the insertion was precise.  
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Example > Stable, Heritable Trait Engineering

418-8    X 418-6  X 5XH751

WT ZmIPK1

TI ZmIPK1
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selection comes 

from the donor

Herbicide (PAT) 
selection comes 

from the donor

Herbicide (PAT) 
selection comes 

from the donor

Herbicide (PAT) 
selection comes 

from the donor

III III III III

1 event

T0

Multiple lines

T0

Self or outcross

T1 / F1 

T1/F1 Segregating Plants

T2/F2 Segregating Seeds

Shukla et al. Nature 2009

Herbicide tolerance and reduced phytate

u52359
Sticky Note
The genome modifications we made by precisely inserting an herbicide tolerance gene into the ZmIPK1 gene were transmitted to the next generation of corn plants, and followed the classical rules of genetics (e.g. Mendelian segregation).  Because we simultaneously added a new gene (herbicide tolerance) and interrupted an existing gene (ZmIPK1), we generated a dual-phenotype, or stacked trait, through precise and targeted manipulation of a single locus using EXZACT.
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EXZACTTM Add:  Precision Insertion > > Trait Stacking

cen

DHT

cen

HT

cen

DHT

•gene 1

•gene 2

•gene 3

cen

HT

•gene 1

•gene 2

•gene 3

•Endogenous loci act as “landing pads” for 

targeted insertion of multiple trait genes

•Loci may be 

�modified via KO

�neutral (potential safe harbors)

“molecular stacks” at a single 

locus

AADAADAADDHTAADAADAADHT
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Research Program Key Findings

• The ZFP design platform is robust 
and highly specific.  ZFPs can be 
designed and validated to bind to 
almost any sequence.

• Because plant genomes are 
complex and highly redundant, a 
priori knowledge of target gene 
sequence and genome 
representation is critical.

• Expression of ZFNs is necessary 
and sufficient to drive high-
frequency targeted gene disruption, 
editing and gene addition.
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Applications of EXZACTTM: the Toolkit

EXZACT  Add
Targets a specific DNA sequence and precisely adds genes/traits
Single-gene traits, stacking, pathway engineering

EXZACT  Edit
Rewrites gene sequences to produce novel crops and products
Point mutations, small deletions / additions

EXZACT  Delete Improves crops by removing undesirable plant traits.
Gene/sequence removal or functional knockout

EXZACT  Technology provides multiple methods to 

improve crops through precise genome modification:
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Represents a New Way to Develop Biotech Products

• End-product is 
indistinguishable from mutation 
breeding

• Desired mutations at intended, 
specific sequences

• More efficient screening and 
breeding

• No foreign DNA will be present 
in the genome (considered a 
conventional variety)

Targeted Mutagenesis / nonTargeted Mutagenesis / non--GMOGMO Targeted Trait Insertion / GMOTargeted Trait Insertion / GMO

• Target trait/gene to a specific 
genetic locus

• Insert multiple traits/genes at 
one locus

• More efficient generation of 
desired GMO events

• Target DNA to location of 
current de-regulated event or 
‘safe’ locus 

• GMO events with no disruption 
of native gene function 
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Technology Technology 

EnhancementEnhancement

Ongoing DAS Ongoing DAS 

Research Research 

ProgramProgram

Sponsored Sponsored 

Academic Academic 

ResearchResearch

Continuing Continuing 

Sangamo Sangamo 

ResearchResearch

Continuous Improvement

Push Technical Limits

Novel Applications

Technology Technology 

DeploymentDeployment

Accelerated Trait Development

Expanded Range of Traits

Novel Traits

Novel Novel 

Gene/Trait Gene/Trait 

DiscoveryDiscovery

Trait Trait CoDevCoDev

PartnershipsPartnerships

New Trait New Trait 

OpportunitiesOpportunities

DAS TraitsDAS Traits

EarlyEarly--Stage Stage 

DiscoveryDiscovery

AccelerationAcceleration

StackingStacking

Shaping the Future of Agriculture with EXZACTTM


